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Introduction
Dagmar Domrös
Playing is the highest form of research.
Albert Einstein
This is the second edition of the FRATZ Reflections. The booklet
documents focus topics, outcomes and goals that have arisen
both from the work processes of the past festivals and symposia
and from the encounters with children.
For two years, music theater for the very young has been the
center of the aesthetic research of Theater o. N. It formed a the
matic bracket for inviting productions to the festivals FRATZ Inter
national and Berliner Schaufenster – Performing Arts For The
Very Young, for our own artistic contributions to these festivals
and for the research work in the framework of the FRATZ Symposium 2017.
Theater o. N. has concentrated intensely in recent years on performing arts for the very young. We experimented with diverse
forms and mediums of expression, with acting and performance,
puppet and object theater, contemporary dance and music. Prior
to our co-production in March 2016 with Deutsche Oper Berlin,
“Little Piece Of Heaven”, we had had very little contact with opera
or music theater strictly speaking.
In 2015, Dorothea Hartmann, artistic director of the Tischlerei –
Deutsche Oper Berlin’s experimental performing venue – approached director Ania Michaelis and Theater o. N. with an idea to
cooperate on a piece for children aged two and up. We pooled our
experiences with very young audiences together with the opera’s
music theater expertise, blended our ensembles, and celebrated
the premiere of the co-production “Little Piece Of Heaven” in
March 2016. Working together created a space to break down
uneasiness about contact with each other. Through concentrating
on music as the main aesthetic medium, our perceptions of the
auditory in theater expanded. Furthermore, as it always happens
when daring to enter new terrain and become alien, our questions
about theater, especially about theater for the very young, intensified as well. Very young audiences do not bring with them in the
theatre any kind of previous knowledge of what is cultural education. There is absolutely no common system of reference to which
the adult artists and the recipients can refer; there is no musical
canon that can be used as an instant and evident reference point
for commentary, ironic stagings or collages. Young spectators do
not relate what they experience in theater to the concept of a
work, nor are they searching for a broader meaning. So how do we
4

approach this particular audience? We try to do it with respectful
distance: with an open sense of the differences that separate us.
When every sound and every noise is explored with care, when
the composition emerges from our own interests and aesthetic
preferences, when the newly discovered (musical) material is
profoundly and seriously examined, then we can trust that, in the
space between the production and the children, art is happening
and something new is transpiring.
At the invitation of ASSITEJ’s work group for music theater, in
March 2016 colleagues from throughout Germany attended the
dress rehearsal of “Little Piece Of Heaven”, and afterwards discussed forms of music theater for the very youngest target group.
The questions that had arisen during the collaboration were so
multifaceted that Theater o. N. and Deutsche Oper Berlin decided
to continue with their examination of music theater for the very
young. Deutsche Oper became a co-production partner in setting
the focus for the FRATZ Symposium 2017. We also won the “Happy
New Ears” Congress as a further partner which took place in
November 2016 in Mannheim. The goal of the cooperation was to
pull the common thread of the production “Little Piece of Heaven”
together with the music theater work group session in March 2016
and to prolong it with “Happy New Ears” in November 2016 and
finally with the FRATZ symposium in March 2017. We wanted to
filter out the questions and ranges of themes on music theater for
children that are specific to the work for very young audiences and
examine them in depth within the framework of the symposium.
Along with the challenge already mentioned earlier of the ex‑
tremely different horizon of experience between artists and re
cipients, and the accompanying question of how complex music
in productions for very young children can be, we were primarily
interested in the relationship between music and other aesthetic
media, particularly narrative and visual devices.
In addition to presenting a lecture on Foundations of Musical
Reception in children by Professor Wilfried Gruhn, we were determined to get to the bottom of these questions in practice and to
place the experiment at the center of the Symposium. Three research laboratories, each made up of three artists from the areas
of composition, music, and theater, developed various approaches
during multiple brief work sessions. In the case of “Sound Square”,
a collection of material expanded into short musical scenes. “Tiny
Twine” developed an improvisational performance with analog
and electronic instruments. By contrast, the Sound Lab examined

the question in terms of the children’s participation in the artistic
process, meaning that here, adult artists and children researched
together on the possibilities of a music theater intervention.
The work processes were made public to the Symposium participants. The teams of the three laboratories showed their results,
spoke about their approaches and answered questions from the
plenary. The Symposium participants and artists from the guest
productions reflected on the work in the laboratories. Discussions
developed on several issues that included the value of consciously
overwhelming the spectators and various ways of building an eyelevel relationship between artists and children.
In retrospect, the model of the research laboratories was highly
gratifying for the participating artists, as well as for us as producers. The work commission for the teams was very consciously
formulated in terms of open-ended results. This created an
atmosphere full of zest and productivity, free from the pressure to
premiere a work and the stress of completing an assignment.
In addition to the laboratories’ research work, Theater o. N. extended its artistic involvement with musicality with another form
of music theater. In contrast to the cooperation with Deutsche
Oper Berlin in the context of “Little Piece Of Heaven”, this time, it
was not a matter of contributing our expertise in theater for the
very young to a project with professional musicians. With “Affinity”, we wanted to examine how, using our own ensemble and
the voice as the major instrument, we could create a performance
that placed the auditory in central focus and almost completely
dispensed with stage set, props, narrative and scenic acting. For
this experimental approach, we sought out a collaboration with
Alfredo Zinola, who in recent years had contributed strong impulses to theater for the very young with his productions “PRIMO” and
“NERO”. With the vocal performance “Affinity”, the choreographer,
director and dancer also ventured aesthetically onto new terrain.
Equally new at FRATZ 2017 was the presentation of three different performances for the age group of 0 – 3 year-olds. The so called
Baby Theater is enjoying steadily growing international attention
and met with lively interest among Berlin audiences. Music and
the acoustic aspect are important, even fundamental, aesthetic
elements in “CABAN”, “Icilà” and “Sensescapes” as well. As was
the case 15 years ago with theater for children aged two and up,
baby theater is currently just getting started, and is likely to receive special attention in arts research in the coming years.
With the guest productions, our own contributions and the
FRATZ Symposium, we set ourselves the goal of generating
enthusiasm for “music theater for the very young” among young
musicians, composers and actors as well as among the experienced “old hands”. We also wanted to further enrich and extend
the discourse on the subject that has been actively circulating in
recent years.
In June 2018 at “Spurensuche”, the biennial festival and conference for the independent children’s and youth theaters of ASSITEJ

organized by ATZE Music Theater in Berlin, there will be another
forum to engage with musicality under the title of “Musik! Neu!
Denken!” (Music! New! Thinking!).
The period of testing, experimenting and producing has only
just begun. Only after many more contributions have been created will it be possible to sort and classify the collected experiences and identify trends. Grounded in this fertile soil of artistic
productivity and theoretical analysis, in turn, a process of cheerfully casting off and shedding the old and sorting and incorporating the new can begin.

At the opening of FRATZ International and Berliner Schaufenster,
March 10, 2017 in Podewil
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How children experience music
Wilfried Gruhn
Music theater – does this experience make any sense for very
young children? Some may be asking skeptically, “Opera for small
children?” However, based on observations of children with their
parents and accompanying adults taking part in music theater
projects that have been developed for them – after initial hesitation, their joy in discovering and exploring sounds in a stimulating
environment is unmistakable. Naturally, children don’t want to
just sit still in their seats, like adults, and watch the happenings
onstage; their experience is always physical and grounded in their
own actions, whenever there’s something to be discovered and
tried out. That is why music theater concepts for the very young
need a unique format – an environment that corresponds to their
way of experiencing and addresses their behavioral motives. First,
let’s consider how children perceive music and how they experience musical events.
Holistic experience
Children are fundamentally open for all new things and devote
themselves fearlessly and with curious interest to unfamiliar
things. They don’t ask questions such as, for instance, whether
those noises being produced by wind sacks and plastic pipe can
be called music, since they do not yet have a firmly channeled
structure of expectations about what music should be; rather,
they respond to the vital urge towards everything that pulses
rhythmically, vibrates audibly and invites participation (Gruhn,
2003). But their form of perceiving is completely different from
that of adults.
The younger children are, the more their perception is wholly
physical and not yet selectively divided into cognitive, sensory
(motor) and emotional parts. Infants’ initial reaction to sounds
and rhythms is mostly visceral; their perception is coenaesthetic
at first, before it becomes diacritically and thereby cerebrally
guided and differentiates itself into separate areas of audible, visible, tactile, smell- and taste-sense perceptions (Spitz, 2005). This
does not mean that infants cannot yet process auditory impressions in a differentiated way; that is, they can perceive something
and then recognize it again. However, the diacritical delineation
between “same” and “different” comes from a coenaesthetic
cohesive structure, which then leads to diacritical differentiation
during the cognitive developmental process.
Another crucial factor for coenaesthetic perception is that it
usually accompanies bodily movement, not only in the produc-

tion of sounds in early childhood (babbling, screaming) but also
in musical perception. In a cognitive psychological study (Zentner
& Eerola, 2010) it was possible to show that music elicits motor
responses in small children much more powerfully than language
does.
Physical movement as initiator and catalyst for musical behavior thus presents a vital central category for musical education. This is because movement is the mode of perception that
is especially unique to children. Adults perceive space and time
in their environment through rational measures. They divide the
span of a year into months, the months into days, the days into
hours, etc. and measure each of their durations. The same thing
happens to space, which we measure by length and width, height
and depth and express in numbers (digitally). Digital perception
is still unknown to children; they experience the surrounding reality in an analog way, as a bodily happening. Time is experienced
horizontally in flowing movement, space vertically through the
effects of weight.

Figure 1
The relationship of space and time in children’s perception
(according to Rudolf von Laban)
In music, likewise, children do not measure lengths or intervals
of time, rather, they experience music as a river of sounds of
various weights. This was made clear in an experiment by Jeanne
Bamberger (1991), in which she asked children to notate a rhythm
familiar to them by using numbers and symbols.
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Figure 2
The representation of a given rhythm in two notation forms by
children (Bamberger, 1991, 72)
In Figure 2 it can be seen that, in the case above, the ciphers 0 and
5 very obviously represent weighted or charged numbers that
illustrate the weight of the individual beats, while in the example
below, they indicate purely ordered numbers, whereas the weight
finds expression through the size of the graphic symbols (circles).
This orientation toward the flow and the weight of the sounding
events thus offers a key to understanding a differentiated quality
of perception in children. Accordingly, specific movements could
also be introduced purposefully within musical education to express musical flow or weight/force/tension and make it physically
palpable (Figure 3).
The neuropsychological basis for the close relationship between hearing and movement is founded in a neuronal connectivity between auditory and motor processing areas, the so-called
auditory-motor loop, which means that the areas of the brain
which process auditory stimuli are directly connected to motor
areas. The vocal learning of words in a language, as well as learning song melodies by hearing them, is made possible when our
sense of hearing directs movements for articulation in the larynx;
in other words, the ear “tells” the voice what to do in order to reproduce a heard sound. In a movement study in Freiburg, it could
be shown how closely musical hearing abilities correlate to the
development of movement control (Gruhn et al., 2012). Physical
resonance with musical sounds thus offers a sovereign path for
children’s experience of music.
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Figure 3
Experiencing tension, weight and flow with scarves, elastic bands
and a large piece of swinging fabric, and through dance
Perceiving and understanding
Based in holistic experiences, a path can then lead to perceiving
and understanding. Children perceive what happens in their surroundings. New and unexpected events are more interesting to
them than already-familiar ones. Recognizing an occurring sound
(for example, their mother’s voice) is experienced with sensual
relish and inspires trust. Yet when the same stimulus is constantly
simply repeated in the same way, the brain quickly loses interest
and tunes out. This is why it is the prosodic variations (melodic
contour, dynamic, tempo) of child-directed speech or vocalizing
that always capture renewed attention. We know from research
with infants that melodic vocalizing is clearly preferred over a
monotone speech pattern. Variations in the tonal offer thus have
a more attractive effect than monotone repetition. In addition,
considering that children’s way of hearing is preferably connected
with movements, there already appear to be some first indications for an appealing musical environment, one that would offer
them variable sounds (melodies, rhythms, harmonies, instrumental and vocal tones) and noises to hear and to try out.
In a setting like this, the gestural and affective aspect of music
is usually directly accessible to children. They instantly experience sequences of sounds, whether exciting or calm, shrill or soft,
funny or sad, light or dark, as neuronal activation patterns. Still,
children may not grasp the significance of these sequences, associating them with corresponding actions or fantasies instead.
But how, then, do children come to a point where they also
understand the things they hear or do; that is, how do they to connect these acts to their own meaningful insights? Understanding,
in the sense of recognizing something, indicates a cognitive act of
differentiating and categorizing that even small children handle

effortlessly as they recognize their mother by her approaching
steps or differentiate between familiar and unknown persons
by their voices. This recognition occurs in the context of learned
mental representations. These are formed in conjunction with
the maturing of the forebrain areas, which regulate cognitive
processes and are a product of social interaction, and thus are
based on interactive exchange and joint activities. Yet the growth
of synaptic connections between individual nerve cells, which is
the foundation for mental representations, also relies on usage;
that is, the strength of the connection will be much stronger
when used more frequently – as the pertinent saying goes, “use it
or lose it”.
So in the world of children’s imagination and perception, experiences with sound must be depicted as representations, which
only then can be signified by terms (names) or symbols (Figure 4).

Figure 4
Formation of schematic representation: At the representational
level, the pattern of the phenomenally experienced stimuli is
stored and can be re-coded as names, symbols (notation) and images, thereby becoming mentally and physically accessible.
When listening to music, the auditory representations can then be
called up again. Here, understanding plays with expectations that
can be fulfilled or thwarted. Expectations are patterns stored in
neuronal networks that must be fitted into auditory experiences.
These patterns are formed through repeated musical experiences.
Diverse encounters with music thus contribute to gaining experiences with sounds that contain the same or similar patterns,
which can then be stimulated by hearing them. Physiologically,
the sense of hearing merely reacts to vibrations in the air, which
are then transformed through various stations from mechanical
to electrochemical stimuli. What we then experience as music first
occurs only in our consciousness. But this consciousness needs
nourishment in the form of diverse musical experiences that provide different concepts of sounds, which then can be added to the
austere patterns of physical stimuli so that airwaves can actually
result in music. This is an educational process that can be induced
early through music theater for children.

Thinking and feeling
Finally, the question of the relationship between cognitive and
affective moments remains open for exploration, as well as the
question of how thinking and feeling are related; that is, how can
coping and being overwhelmed with emotion during events of
auditory perception be merged with cognitive processing of the
experiences? Firstly, at times, layers of musical impressions together with the events happening on stage may signify a certain
form of overload, since attention cannot be focused on everything
happening everywhere at once. The ability to absorb input also
depends on each child’s individual attention span. The dilemma
might be countered with an approach in which sounds, motifs or
single instruments could be used directly as protagonists in the
action on stage, in their full auditory gestural potential, rather
than simply accompanying or providing background for action
that distracts from the musical events.
With this approach, however, how would the individual musical
phenomena be received by the conscious mind? The perception
of a loud beat on a drum doesn’t take place only through the ear,
but also through the bodily tension that is seen and felt during
the drumming. For this event, the abstract categorization of a
powerful, voluminous sound with the description “loud” does not
yet provide an indication of musical thinking. To a much greater
degree, perception, feeling, thinking and action all hold a direct
haptic and somatic component for children (see also Roth, 2001),
which comes from the close relationship between these activities
(Figure 5).

Figure 5
The reciprocal relationship between individual forms of behavior
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The concept of volume thus happens in concert with an inner un
derstanding of the drumming motion. This connection between
sound and bodily gesture forms the foundation of a special
kind of concrete thinking, a thinking that does not yet separate
imagination and reality, but thinks during, and by way of, acting
(reflection in action). (Action in this sense is an additional form of
thinking, not its consequence.) In the course of our development,
we also learn to think about our actions, that is, to plan them
and carry them out reflectively, or to only mentally act them out
(reflection on action) (Schoen, 1987).
This special form of thinking in action (or by acting), as a
specific form of active thinking connected to feeling, should be
taken into consideration in all concepts of child-oriented music
theater work. At the same time, it also becomes evident that what
a child feels while acting occurs through action, that is, within
the motor act of doing. The gestures of theatrical action, as well
as the gestures of re-experiencing, also trace their origins to the
same source of expression. From a neurobiological viewpoint,
this means that situation-based motor reactions are connected
to emotional states and form a unified pattern of representations, which can then be called up again in similar situations as
emotions. In brief: children think and feel what they do, by doing
something. This happens essentially as a process and is not directed toward a certain product.
Successful music theater work with children, therefore, does
not aim primarily to build up a future audience for the opera,
nor to follow current trends, but rather tries to respond to the
vital needs of children, to their enjoyment in discovering musical
sounds and movements. This trains the perception and stimulates
the formation of mental representations for aesthetic processes,
which are directed towards no other goal than to be realized.
To support this process, the A-C-T-I-V principle could be introduced when implementing children’s projects in music theater.
The starting point is children’s involvement through action (A).
Musical sense becomes accessible through group musical communication (C) and interaction. This can mean transforming (T)
or translating auditory impulses into visual ones, sound into
movement, the movements of play into gestures of expression,
imaginative pictures into acoustic sequences. All these methods
support the identification (I) of the children and the artists with
all that they do and generate together. This expresses itself in the
vitality (V) and spontaneity of children’s actions, which correspond to children’s sense of life.
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Younger and younger – Theater for babies
Henrike Bruns
For more than twelve years, theater for the very young has been
an established part of the German theater landscape. Diverse and
complex, it offers to the very youngest theatergoers extremely
different productions from the field of performing arts – in forms
ranging from performance art to theater and dance. The rich variety of aesthetic forms appearing within theater for the very young
is reflected in the diversity of the audiences, whose spectrum is no
longer limited to two- or three-year-olds but now also includes infants and their accompanying adults. This development prompted
the planning team of the 2017 FRATZ International Festival in
Berlin to place special focus on this particular area of theater
for babies. The following article will more closely illuminate the
productions “Sensescapes” (Serbia/Sweden), “Icilà” (France) and
“CABAN” (Belgium), all guest productions at FRATZ 2017 that are
aimed towards an audience of babies and children aged from
three months to three years and their parents.
How do projects work for this target audience at ages starting
from just three months old? What aesthetic media and materials
are used? How do dramaturgical elements such as action and
structure function? What happens within the audience and in the
interplay between performers, babies and accompanying adults?
Dalija Acin Thelander: “Sensescapes” 1
In “Sensescapes”, Serbian artist Dalija Acin Thelander has conceived a dance performance that works with pre-choreographed
pieces as well as with improvised, participatory elements. She
describes the installation as a multi-sensory experiment addressing all the senses. The stage is a large, darkened space – the
atmosphere feels comfortable and a pleasant scent of lavender
hangs in the air. Suspended from the ceiling are a large net of
white woolen fibers, and a kind of pendulum made of soft cotton.
In the middle of the space, right under the net, is a large mound of
fabric that suddenly begins to move. Bit by bit, three dancers
appear gradually – at first, just as single limbs, here a leg, there an
arm, or sometimes a head. Then the whole body appears and the
dancers begin to move through the space. They take up contact
with the audience. Sometimes a certain “something” develops
1
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Editor’s note: The following descriptions of productions are based on the
author’s attendance at performances at FRATZ Festival 2017. The actual artists
involved in the installations vary, in “Sensescapes” (for example, in their numbers) as well as in “CABAN” (for example, through different instruments and
dramaturgy).

between baby and performers; sometimes not. The dancers offer
open invitations to play, which the audience may accept, but can
also refuse. It is this very directness that particularly defines the
action.

Thelander’s work is based on the viewpoint that young children
have just as much right to artistic participation as adults do.2 In
her research work for the very young, she examines practices in
dance that focus on emancipation and multi-sensory experience.
“Sensescapes” functions as an interactive experiential space with
multiple perspectives, which offers a choice of artistic enjoyment,
either through watching or through independent exploration
of the space. There is no right or wrong position in the space, no
perfect viewing point for the installation, since it works from any
perspective. Children and adults can and should explore the room,
move about freely and go to the place that is most interesting to
them at any given moment. This physically driven exploration of
an unfamiliar space is normal for young children and is essential
for adjusting to new surroundings.3
“Sensescapes” does not intend to be an educational work. In
this context, Thelander always speaks of agency, meaning the
ability to act: She confers an active role on the audience and uses
the resulting occurrences as an impulse in the performance. Ben
2
3

http://dalija-acin-thelander.blogspot.de/p/the-emancipated-baby.html
Heinemann (2009): p. 135

Fletcher-Watson brings the term “emancipated baby” 4 into play
here: Every attendee at the performance, no matter how young,
is responsible for their own artistic experience. Accordingly, an
exciting factor in “Sensescapes” is not only the choreography, but
also what happens independently and unexpectedly within the
space. The cotton pendulum, for example, holds an almost magical attraction for the babies (at least those nearby) and quickly
becomes a secondary focus of attention. It gets swung back and
forth, touched, smelt and even tasted. The net hanging across the
room in giant proportions is another point of attraction: Many
parents hold their children up in their arms to give them the opportunity to feel the net. Furthermore, there are approaches to
interpersonal contact: At the start of the performance, as a dancer
sticks her head out from under the mound of material, this sparks
the interest of a baby who crawls closer and touches her face. The
dancer allows this to continue until the baby turns away.
An interesting phenomenon is that interplay develops not only
between the performers and the audience, but also within the
audience. Many tiny children show no shyness in making contact
with their immediate surroundings – no matter whether they
know the people or not. The babies explore the room – in their
own tempo and rhythm, with their hands, feet, mouths, eyes and
noses.5

Theater de Spiegel: “CABAN”
The music theater production “CABAN” works with the natural
curiosity in small children as well. Like “Sensescapes”, “CABAN” is
constructed as an interactive installation; however, the difference
is that the focus is on music rather than dance. Theater de Spiegel
describes the installation as a “creative activity space [and] artistic
4
5

Flechter-Watson (2015): p. 1
Fletcher-Watson (2015): p. 2

play area”6 : a large room full of props, structures, and spaces
holding the option to retreat – all of which make different sounds.
Four musicians are the hosts for about ninety minutes. During
this musical event, the players improvise by themselves, with each
other, with the children and also with the parents. They continuously offer musical impulses – sometimes through loud sounds,
sometimes through intricate rhythms or by introducing new,
unexpected instruments. A group tapestry of sound emerges,
thereby making the play together audible and visible. Gerd Taube
aptly describes this as a kind of common breath shared by the
audience and the actors.7
Here, too, the audience is allowed the freedom to move
through the room and to perceive it according to their own timing and interests by experiencing it tactilely, visually, aurally and
through bodily movement. In a certain way, the sense of touch
becomes an “instrument to experience the world”8. This kind
of physical perception is very closely related to young children’s
overall way of perceiving things; this “[sensitive] grappling with
objects and materials is […] a familiar process for children”9. Its
interest sparked, a baby crawls to a musician who is beating a
drum. Fascinated, the child touches the drumstick and examines
it closely. The drummer makes eye contact and lets the process
happen until the child turns away and crawls away to a different
place. In another instance, a large alphorn is pushed into the space
in order to offer a new sound impulse. One intrigued baby crawls
to it, and its entire head nearly disappears inside the horn’s opening. The musician, noticing this, reacts by playing soft, very quiet
sounds, which the baby receives with fascination.
Yet not only the children make contact. Strings of beads drawn
over the floor are used as percussion instruments. Then a musician pushes them across the floor to a child. The child can now
choose whether to accept the offer to play and push the beads
back, or to play with the beads alone, or to not pick up the beads.
The spectators, particularly the young children, should participate
in the music theater event but only to the extent that they feel
unconditionally safe and comfortable doing so. Here, too, the
underlying assumption is that even very small children can be fully
valued cultural recipients and, together with their parents, take
part in cultural life.10 In the case of “CABAN”, the use of dramaturgical measures in the area of theater for babies become especially
clear. Like “Sensescapes”, the production avoids using the “fourth
wall” principle that is so widespread in bourgeois theater. Further,
the stringent telling of a story, also typical for theater, is missing.
Naturally, this poses the question of how to hold the attention of
the young audience – without a linear narrative or the theater of
6
7
8
9

Flyer for “CABAN”, Theater de Spiegel
Taube (2009): p. 99
Heinemann (2009): p. 135
Heinemann (2009): p. 134
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illusion. The players set constant, targeted turning points –
whether through the introduction of new instruments like the
alphorn, for example, or the shift from flute to clarinet, or through
intentional reinterpretation of function, that is, playing with the
available sounding material in the space. Large air sacs wrapped in
bands of synthetic material suddenly become percussion and
rhythm instruments that move through the entire space, sounding loudly. These turning points are common, presumably fixed
moments in “CABAN’s” dramaturgy. The rest of the musical play,
however, is freely improvised.

research laboratory. Even the smallest noises in the audience,
in the space or in the surroundings – a baby’s crying, children’s
laughter, the creaking floor or the scuffling of feet on the ground –
offer the player countless possibilities for repetition, imitation and
variation. Sicat makes particular use of the potential of the voice –
humming, clicking and making sounds with the mouth.11
An exciting aspect of this improvisational approach is that
every spectator instantly becomes part of the performance,
since each person’s impulses, whether voluntary or involuntary,
can have a direct effect on what is happening within the entire
group: “The performance situation of the theater becomes a
community arena of action, in which every single action and
reaction is equally significant for the event and the process of the
performance itself.” 12 Through this immediacy in the common
artistic experience, an extreme intimacy develops, not to mention an interdependence between actor and audience. The player
and the spectators enter into a kind of collaboration in an artistic
process. The communication between the player and the audience
is especially delicate here and can easily get out of balance, which
demands a special sensitivity to the atmosphere from the actor.

Benoît Sicat: “Icilà”
The element of free improvisation is taken to the extreme in the
audio and play performance “Icilà” by Benoît Sicat. In this followup production to “Le son de la sève”, which was shown at FRATZ
Festival 2015, the French artist relies upon a radical reduction in
typical scenic elements, through which (in contrast to the two
productions previously described) he appears without using a
single scenic element or prop. “Icilà” takes place in an empty
space where the only objects available are seating pillows for the
audience. There are no dramaturgical contours forming a rough
arc, as do the dance and musical elements in “Sensescapes” and
“CABAN”. Sicat improvises the entire performance with whatever
he can find on the spot and draw from the atmosphere in the
space. At first, he plays by himself alone, now and then picking up
on noises and sounds from the audience, thereby gradually offering the spectators the opportunity to participate. Interestingly,
Benoît Sicat avoids using any spoken means of expression. His
communication takes place solely through physical movements
and sounds. Thus the performance might be described as a sound

Multi-sensory interactive spaces
“CABAN”, “Sensescapes” and “Icilà” – all three productions function as multi-sensory participatory and interactive spaces where
performers and spectators – large and small – make contact,
improvise together and explore a safe space. Those primary,
universal tenets in longstanding theater tradition of watching and
listening are eliminated in favor of sensory participation in the
artistic process. First and foremost, the productions want nothing
more than to be art forms that exist in their own right and function without any pedagogical ulterior motives – aesthetic sensory
spaces that make it possible for a child to have early artistic
cultural experiences.
All of these performances classified as “theater for babies”
dispense with the use of the typical fourth-wall principle, as well
as with narration. This in itself results in productions that tend to
be set up as walk-though installations. However, it remains open
for interpretation whether, or to what degree, mental associations
and images of a kind of dramatic plot may still arise in the minds
of older spectators. The interesting point is the artistic conception
that builds the backdrop of these installations: The performances
conceive of themselves as invitations to play that children can, but
do not have to, accept. Watching and listening is just as welcome
here as becoming independently artistically active and exploring
the space. Crawling on structures, making sounds with props,
making (physical) contact with the actors and using one’s own
voice is good, even desirable.

10 Flyer for “CABAN”

11 Steinmann (2015): p. 5
12 Kuhn (2009): p. 189
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The artists see their very young audience as fully emancipated
with respect to their potential for artistic participation. Even as an
infant, a child can choose whether or not it wants to receive the
offered musical and vocal improvisations, or the composed series
of choreographic pieces. Its needs and wants should be perceived
on an equal level with those of the adult audience.
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Sound Lab – Reflection
Ania Michaelis
Approach
In kindergartens, at birthday parties, in family cafés and on train
trips, children are offered coloring crayons and paper. At the playground, there’s likely to be running and jumping, sliding and
swinging and playing with sand. Singing takes place in an orderly
circle. When games start using voices, sticks and stones, pots and
spoons, percussion and sound, limits are often imposed on the
children playing. A piano in a public space tends to be locked shut.
A few examples to the contrary might exist; still, instruments are
more likely to be associated with “practice” than with “play”.
Hence the fundamental idea behind the project “Sound Lab”
(Klang Labor): to create an experiential space with sounds and
noises, a playground of sound, and to conceive of this space as an
experimental setup.
Three artists came together with this purpose: Sebastian Fuchs
is a vocal artist. What does that mean? Sebastian completed a
program of study in speech arts and is capable of imitating every
sound imaginable, as well as producing tones and sounds that
have not yet been imagined, with his mouth. Nora Krahl is a cellist and composer. Her sphere of activity includes classical and
new music, and she is considered a specialist in improvisation.
Ania Michaelis is a director whose work reflects the notion that
all cultural constructs, such as politics, religion, science and law,
originally developed as playful behavior and then became rigid
and institutionalized over time. Only a thinking and playing person
is able to recognize these constructs for what they are.
The three artists intended to examine the following questions in
particular on playing with sounds:
–– What musical forms do children create?
–– Do repetitions, in terms of units of time, occur in
improvisational play?
–– How long do children stay with one kind of material?
–– In what system do children feel most “at home”?
–– What rules do children follow?
–– Is it possible to generalize about children’s behavior regarding
music?
–– How do individuals/groups/collectives behave musically?
In order to research the questions practically, an experimental
setup with a total of six islands was created.

Figure 1
1. Glass bowls filled with sounding material – dried lentils/beans/
chickpeas
2. Long threaded rods that could be played upon with other
materials
3. A water station with an underwater microphone
4. A “quiet” station – with such contents as magnetic tape from
old cassettes, egg-cutters, and zippers
5. A percussion island with a hang drum and drumsticks
6. Various surfaces, e. g. foam rubber, carpet inlay, Lego boards,
chipboard
Additionally, an internal set of guidelines was devised to give the
artists a point of reference and a foundation for improvising with
children.
The artists created this “play format” ahead of time. It included
a “prologue” with prepared sound material and three phases with
differing qualities of play.
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The first phase included “improvisational play”, which had a
foundation of a series of ten “triggers” that served as a basis for
the artists. Some examples: A child runs – I play sound material
with a clear buildup pattern; a child holds its ears shut – I play
something rhythmic/I sing (open choice) in resonance with the
catalyzing trigger; a child imitates Nora or Sebastian – I stop playing
longer than I would like/I continue with what I was doing/I play a
prepared musical sequence.
The second phase was characterized as a “conducting game”,
that was intended to examine the relationship between child
and artist. In the conducting game, on the one hand, the artists
carried out an attempt to conduct the sounds that the children
produced; that is, to decisively change them from the outside. On
the other hand, they entered into transparent dependencies upon
the children’s actions; in doing this, they tried to let themselves be
guided.
The third phase was called “reception play” – Nora and Sebas
tian improvised together, trying to process moments that had
come up in the course of the session with the children.
The children were primarily in the role of listeners during the
prologue and reception play; in the improvisational and conducting play, however, they followed their own impulses. While doing
so, the artists’ pre-arrangements were unknown to them. They
were invited to try out the prepared stations at their own pace,
following their own interests.
Encounters with the children
The “Sound Lab” had two rooms. The first room was the reception
area, in which coats were laid aside and the participants were offered red smocks. The purpose of this was to have a unified color
in the space, reducing the visual stimuli.
The children and nursery school teachers were verbally addressed in this room. The speech sounded something like this:
To the adults:
–– In music, everyone is equal!
–– Give your attention to the music and follow your own musical
impulses.
–– Do not interfere in the process of others, unless people’s
welfare is at stake!
–– Remember to switch your cellphones back on afterwards and
to take photos after the group play is finished.
To the children:
–– We’re about to spend some time together that will last as long
as going for a walk … and coming back.
–– Together we’re going into a room full of possible sounds.
–– Try out with your ears.
–– Feel with your voices.
–– And sing with your hands.
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The second room, the actual sound playground, was draped in
black; the individual islands were illuminated. The dominant
colors in this room were red and black. At this point, the smocks’
red color became evident as well. The room conveyed a special
atmosphere, a sense of importance. All the participating groups
were impressed by the presentation of this space. At first they
were quiet and some of them remained standing. Red cushions on
the floor offered a spot to plant oneself/have a seat.
A total of five experiments took place, each lasting about an
hour: four encounters with nursery school groups and a Sunday
afternoon event with parents and children.
In the first encounter, the prologue audio track was running
as the children came into the room. The children did not perceive
the four minutes of the audio track with concentration as a group,
but rather seemed to comprehend it as ordinary background
noise, and waited for something “real” to begin. From the second
encounter onwards this sequence was changed, so that the child
ren came into the room in silence and could take a seat. Only
then was the playback device visibly and audibly switched on. The
children now clearly perceived the audio material as something
“made” and let themselves become involved in listening.
In the first sessions, the red cushions were placed randomly
throughout the room. The assumption here was that the children
would seat themselves as they wished and would sit down during
the reception segment. Experiments were made with the placement of the cushions in the room as well as with the position of
the “reception play” in the program.
The pre-produced audio material (prologue) consisted of a per
son’s journey through the city with subway and urban train
noises, a background of voices speaking, street noise, footsteps.
The person moved through public space until they went into a
building and then entered a particular room. The door of the room
closed, footsteps on a hardwood floor, silence.

Everyone listening could follow along with the journey from out
side to inside. The sound playground, where the children and artists now found themselves listening together, could be perceived
as the room that had been entered by the person in the audio
track.
The most favorable variation for the session sequence seemed
to be placing the reception segment directly after the prologue
and building a rather traditional setting with the cushions: the
musicians sat frontally, facing the children. This way, during the
first part, the children experienced a situation that was, in a sense,
familiar to them: adults “showing” something. They understood
Nora and Sebastian to be musicians in their functions; during the
improvisation following, they could relate to them as such. The
cushions were “appropriated” from the first moment they were
sat upon, and during the rest of the program, when needed,
would be carried to wherever each child wanted to sit.

The process ran differently from group to group. However, a few
points became established in the course of the events.
1. The effect of the staged space – impressed, uncertain
2. Listening to the prologue – interest/boredom
3. Making contact – approach dependent on age and temperament
4. Exploration of the rules, either with, or independent of, the
accompanying adults
5. Exploration of sounds
6. Playing music/creation of tones/sounds/noise in relation to or
independent of each other
7. Play – physicality rowdy/communicative/aggressive

Insights and experience gained
Prior to each of the five encounters, the accompanying adults
were asked to notate their impressions. We collected these notes
and tried to sort them.
We could establish that the format of the “family variation”
had worked very well. However, this was a singular experience. In
order to offer (empirically based) sound playgrounds for families,
further research would be needed. Our theory on the success of
the special format focused on the particular composition of the
group on that Sunday afternoon. Very musically aware parents,
who were active in fields surrounding opera and music theater,
and international artists who themselves had performed during
the festival, or had come to town especially because of this theme,
had booked themselves and their children for the sound laboratory event. Here, seemingly organically, special attention focused
itself on hearing and listening, on the sound interactions with
each other and on the broader, overall listening to the sounds that
arose. The children were already familiar with experiencing noises
and sound; the parents played together with the artists and
children with a simultaneous reserve and involvement, benevolently co-creating the experience. How a similar event in another
context would develop remains to be explored.
The questions asked during the preliminary research could not
be answered meticulously. In the course of the encounters, more
concrete challenges arose than had been foreseen. An example:
One child needs to go to the toilet. This occurrence activates a
chain reaction of impulses to use the bathroom. Or: Playing with
the dried beans becomes so wild at times that glass bowls shatter,
calling for an immediate check for injuries. Or: Compared to all the
other stations, the water station was by far the most attractive –
not necessarily for its sound qualities. Drenched children had to
be dried off and a change of clothing organized. After the third
encounter, the water station was regretfully dismantled.
However, some points of the examination can be briefly illu
minated: On the question of musical behavior with each other
(How do individuals/groups/collectives behave musically?) it
could be observed that overall, children seldom relate to others
directly through music. Rather, there seem to be energy currents
that the group follows – although some individuals do not participate, staying with their own activity, or finding no entry into the
flow. What is meant by “energy currents”? One example: a child
starts to become interested in the rustling of paper and rustles it,
first softly, then more intensely, and finally as hard as the material
will allow. This restless rustling has a general stimulating effect:
the playing with percussion becomes more “jittery”, the “quiet”
materials are handled differently. Finally, a child starts to run. This
sparks widespread interest, the rustling stops, Nora and Sebastian
pick up on the footsteps of the running child, some feel the wind
caused by the running. Depending on their moods, the children
withdraw, start to throw pillows or change location.
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The format seems appropriate for very young children aged 2 and
up. Older children, according to their few experiences with the
sound laboratory, need more room for movement. Play here also
always means narrative. Being in relation to each other consists
of a “let’s pretend”. Examples: “I’m cooking here now and you’re
stirring”, “I’m fishing”, “You’re Cinderella and have to sort out the
peas”, etc.
For further research, a larger room would be needed for the
bigger children, with more actual space between each child. It
might be possible to instigate common narratives in order to ini
tiate producing sounds together. Or a careful explanation of the
rules might give older children the security to find their own way
into improvising.
The space between leading and not leading that was nonverbally explored here still holds many hidden secrets.
Unguided processes are always more ambitious and challenging than guided ones. They make it more possible that individuals
find their own ways. For example, a young boy who kept describing the event as “boring” caught on to the energy of the group
and started to sing of his own accord – an act which seemed to
give him extreme pleasure – only to sit still again, listen intently
and at the same time, repeatedly say the word “boring”.
Another child “improvised” with the sentence, “Has it started
yet?” The little girl played this question through with various
emotional states, from interested to stressed and excited to terrified. “When does it start?” “Has that already started?” “What is
she doing there?” “Oops, I think now it’s starting.” To finish, she
walked through the room, chanting playfully in rhythm: “Now,
now, now … now it’s starting.” Language was unhooked from its
direct meaning and became a rhythmic element.
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Concluding thoughts
For the very youngest persons aged 2 and up, the presence of musicians who also produce noises and sounds seemed stimulating.
Non-verbal communication worked wonderfully well. The children
found their own ways to handle the offered material. There is
less consciousness of acting musically together. However, the
hour spent on music together can be described from the outside
as an elemental musical experience. The very young participants
appeared generally to relax in the clouds of sounds; there were
moments of fright, excitement and tension, but these resolved
themselves and children and nursery school teachers left the session evidently fulfilled.
The sound laboratory is the start of a research project. There
is recognizable interest among institutions and nursery school
teachers for thorough experiments in listening and noisemaking
beyond the usual methods.
“Basically, something like this should take place at nursery
school every week.” These were the words of a nursery school
educator following a session. A beginning.
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“Affinity” – The relationship between sounds and humans
Alicja Morawska-Rubczak
The performance piece “Affinity” was created through a collaboration between Theater o. N. and Alfredo Zinola, one of the most
interesting artists currently making works for very young audiences. The production was created in the context of the FRATZ
International and Berliner Schaufenster Festivals of March 2017, at
which the theme was “Music theatre for the very young”.
This production – intended for children aged two and older –
could be described as an experiment in which sound was the main
character. The musical event, created within the framework of artistic research, bears no stylistic, aesthetic or formal resemblance
to any previous productions of the Berlin theater ensemble’s
works for the very youngest, nor to any of Zinola’s previous performances. However, it reveals core principles common to the artistic
work of both co-production partners: firstly, a strong conviction
that a true encounter between the artist and the young child is
possible, and secondly, an attempt to develop art for the youngest
audiences without making artistic compromises.
Zinola’s most significant productions for very young audiences
were deep explorations, first of water (“PRIMO”, 2013), then of
darkness (“NERO”, 2015); now, he invites the audience to enter a
space filled with sound and the human voice (“Affinity”, 2017).
In the friendly performance space of Theater o. N., stripped of
all stage design, three actor-guides divide the audience in three
groups and position them on wooden platforms located a few
meters away from each other (up to 2 – 3 meters’ distance). Each
actor thereby becomes the guardian of a particular group and,
standing in its close proximity, begins to sing.
In terms of musical form, the composition is based on a series of
chord progressions that are oriented toward harmonies among the
three actor/performers – Iduna Hegen, Uta Lindner, and Andreas
Pichler (who is the sole musician of the three). But the performance
is not improvised – in rehearsals, the artists developed a very
precise score of movement phrases and chord progressions. This
score hung on the wall in the actors’ dressing room and presents a
fascinating record of the process, making visible the linear course
of each action in a chronological sequence. The composition takes
the form of invocations as they occur in traditional rituals – the
origin of every song.
Modern composers and music anthropologists believe that
young children’s hearing spectrum, as well as their musical activity, is not so far removed from the origins of human development:
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“The mothers of anthropoids, often forced to hang their offspring
from their necks, in order to compensate for the lack of physical
proximity, called to them and thus contributed to the process of a
language creation. Today this phenomenon occurs between the first
and thirty-sixth month of a child’s life and is called mother’s talk.
It is an act of communication where the mother talks/sings to her
child, overly articulating words, giving them a sophisticated melody
(glissando, extreme registers), exaggerating and hyperbolising the
message using facial expressions, alternately approaching and moving away from the ‘recipient’. It is a very intimate and direct act, giving the mother the opportunity to teach her child how to correctly
show emotions and respond to them as well as the opportunity to
establish the first aesthetic patterns.”1
This type of acoustic communication between parent and child
is one example of a kind of “auditive umbilical cord” 2 that significantly reduces stress in newborns. At the same time, it shows how
immanent music is within a child’s life and how natural it is to
communicate using sounds.
As Zinola’s work clearly shows, his interest is devoted to the
search for something that is primal and natural, something that,
in the course of the development of civilization, often disappears
from childhood. He lets this disappearance become visible by
confronting the audience with the current cultural context. And
by dealing with contemporary images of children and childhood
in the context of their physical presence in public space, his works
are also decidedly political. This approach often leads him to
extremely radical (but also consistent!) artistic decisions; furthermore, it results in high demands on the performers with whom
he works, especially concerning conscious stage presence and
developing inter-relatedness with each other.
When the actors in “Affinity” encounter their audience, they
expose their plain, undisguised artistic skill. They are not vocalists; singing is not their main form of artistic expression, so
presumably, this vocal encounter with the audience is a distinctly
challenging task for them. However, it is exactly by taking this risk
that they reveal their human beauty. This beauty doesn’t come
from perfection, but from the mere fact that they are humans and
show themselves as such.
It actually turns out to be interesting to look at a “singing body”
in this proximity – with the opportunity to see the actors’ faces,
hands, and body shapes at a distance of less than half a meter –
an effect develops that can hardly be experienced in traditionally

oriented forms of theater. Watching the actors taking breaths
while singing, their faces become landscapes of emotions; the
physical sense of their presence in the room is of immense significance in this project, all the more so because it was fully intended
by the creators.
The director was concerned with how to achieve natural mind
fulness – both within the actors, for each other, as well as in their
contact with the audience – how to attract and retain attention, especially in very young children, with the use of minimal
resources. The team strove for harmony – both in terms of the
actors’ ability to be literally »in resonance« with each other, but
also regarding the most euphonious possible relationship with
the audience. Interestingly, the lack of stimuli in the form of props
or stage set gives children the impulse to change their location
in space. The desire to explore and cross the border between the
stage and audience space, so typical at productions for the very
young, however, does not occur here at all, in part because this division has been abolished from the start. Although children apparently feel very comfortable in the space, sometimes lying down,
even falling asleep, or freely changing their position in the room,
their movement never gets out of control. According to Zinola,
the performers’ singing is inspired by lullabies – a simple everyday
form of encounter between parents and children through music.
A lullaby represents something we want to share, not to admire.
For this reason, Zinola made a conscious decision to work not with
professional singers, but with actors implementing their voices
in a natural way, simply using the vocal capabilities available to
them.
Like “flying & falling” (produced in 2015, choreographed by
Florian Bilbao and Rafał Dziemidok), “Affinity” is another collabo
ration by Theater o. N. with artists who foster new developments
in contemporary dance. This does not mean that “Affinity” is
a dance performance; music is the central focus of the artistic
research; however, the “singing body” has a meaningful relative
weight in Zinola’s conceptual thinking. Movement in this production is limited to simple geometric configurations in which the
three actors relocate themselves in the space. Additionally, however, a choreography of sounds arises and, due to its presentation
in very pure form, without further theatrical adaptation, becomes
much more visible, even tangible, for the audience. The performers are able to touch the audience with sound, and the sounds
themselves can be touched. Physical contact, a form of perception so important in dance that might seem less relevant in music
theater, proves to be an important receptive experience. Due to
the closeness of the actors, the viewers can feel the sounds they
produce on their own skin. A stark contrast, when one thinks of
the music world, especially with classical settings in an academic
context, which establish a huge distance between musicians and
the audience, only increased by the official nature of places such
as concert halls or opera houses. The audience here is additionally
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isolated from the music by wearing formal dress and being rele
gated to an assigned seat in the auditorium, making any physical,
tactile, motoric or emotional experience of musical reception
scarcely possible.
It is true that modern establishments, including major institutions and universities, are trying to redefine this practice. More
and more, they are turning to the performative dimension of this
art form and placing value on natural musical experience. Polish
composer Karol Napelski, who calls for new forms of experiencing
music where music is supported but not dominated by performativity, writes: “And what if the audience at the concert hall could
move freely to the music and give free rein to sensations and emotions? Usually, technical conditions of concert halls do not offer this
possibility, so that a modern composer has only a few other ways
to affect a recipient – such as stimulating the listener’s imagination with visual effects, subconsciously affecting other senses like
touch” 3. “Affinity” shows the naturalness and importance of
the need to experience sound physically. This is simultaneously
reflected in current compositional practices.
The production concept conforms to general assumptions
about the “Poor Theater” of Jerzy Grotowski4 , who advocated
rejection of unnecessary frills (such as props, set and costume
design, etc). The empty theater space lets us focus on the actors;
in the case of “Affinity”, they are the conveyors not of meanings,
but of impulses. They generate energy, create attentiveness, and
are the only substance of this performance. With these principles
based on proximity, direct contact, the omission of theatrical
devices of illusion and of actor role-playing, and the breaking of
the “fourth wall”, only the choice of costumes seems inconsistent.
At first glance the actors seem to be wearing ordinary clothes;
however, these are actually bizarre costumes that come across
randomly and lacking in style. This costume design may not hold
up aesthetically, compositionally or conceptually.
During rehearsals, Zinola worked intensively with movement.
Like Grotowski, he confronted his actors with strenuous physical
exercises so that the sounds and vocals would clearly emanate
from their bodies. For this reason, after their vocal warm-up, the
actors added physical warm-up exercises demanding considerable
exertion, both in rehearsals and before performances.
The comprehensive intellectual and conceptual background
of the production leads to very simple, unpretentious effects.
The most important of these is the opportunity to be in contact,
to listen or to sense the closeness between the actors and the
audience. Interesting is also how this especially subjective manner
of reaching the spectators allows for an experience of community. The production is shaped by the attitude that there are no
hierarchies between artists and audience members and that creation has nothing to do with attention-grabbing effects and fake
perfection.
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The positive influence of music on child development cannot be
overrated – not only related to cultural implications, for example,
in view of the formation of sensitivity, but also with regards to the
well-researched influence of music on neural development as examined by neuroscientist Nina Kraus and others. In this light, it is
no surprise that organizers of the 2017 FRATZ International Festival
chose to focus on music theater – whereby, here, music is understood not only as an extremely attractive artistic element that can
fundamentally contribute to an impressive theater experience but
also, as a form of expression that might have a strong influence
on child development.
1
2
3
4
5
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“You” sounds dissonant
Observations on “Affinity”
Antonia Munding
Can the sound of a voice convey as much power as an embrace? A
triple “Aaah” streams from three different throats: like a bird with
outspread wings, the sound fills the room, flows over the heads
of the audience, resounds from the white plaster wall, makes the
floorboards vibrate and lights up the faces of small listeners. “How
can we touch with the voice instead of with the body?” asked
choreographer and director Alfred Zinola. In his piece “Affinity”
with performers Iduna Hegen, Uta Lindner and Andreas Pichler, he
explores the touching power of the human voice. In the middle of
the small stage in Theater o. N., the actors have positioned themselves standing in a triangle. Singing on an open tonic vowel, they
build a three-part harmony. Now they walk backwards, pulling the
sound like a canopy over their audience, until they feel the wall at
their backs. Twenty children between the ages of two and six sit
with their parents on wooden risers like little islands between the
performers.
What is the meaning of harmony – when the position in space
corresponds to the relationships between the notes? And how
does friction arise? A young boy holds up his arm: “Look”, he whispers to his mother, “Goosebumps!” The effect of the closeness
to the performers is directly visible: The children feel the sound
on their skin and experience how noisily, or almost imperceptibly,
air can be inhaled. Iduna Hegen, Uta Lindner and Andreas Pichler
let the vocals swell to a powerful forte, then suddenly stand still;
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the sound becomes softer and fades away. What does air have to
do with volume? A half-note interval has changed the tone of the
overall sound and become the sub-tonic of a new harmony. What
is major and what is minor? A tiny change in the sound lends the
uplifting sound a melancholy tone. One small step to the side and
the relationship of the three performers appears in a new light.
Suddenly the two women’s voices form a sonorous baritone, while
the man’s voice reaches into his head resonance and rises high
above the women’s voices. Playing around with major and minor
modes turns into an incidental game with gender identity. With
minimal gestures, positions in the room are constantly renegotiated. Alfred Zinola and his actors developed a precise score of
movements and sounds – one that still leaves much space for
improvisation. How intensively do I react to a look, how long
does my note last while fading out, how near to my audience do I
move – these decisions are in the hands of the individual performers.
Small solos emerge out of the collective sound. At the same
time, the listeners experience how one performer’s vocal timbre
reacts to the others’. Some children have fallen asleep – for them,
the mostly harmonic sounds with sprinkles of short melodies hold
something meditative. For Alfred Zinola, however, it is not (only) a
matter of sound massage and meditation. In the final third of the
performance, the squatting performers explore how the wooden

floor can function as a duet partner. The triad harmony layering
gives way to a grooving beat. Hands treat the floorboards like
bongos. Over this beat, the single voices take more space: melodic,
soul-like phrases sung to “o” and “u” are tossed like balls back and
forth to each other.
It is a piece exploring the depths of intimacy between the
performers and the audience – a very young audience. Which
wants to touch beyond a large plot and also without props, set
and big theatrical gestures. This work is carried by the voices and
movements of the three performers. Alfredo Zinola consciously
chose not to use professional singers. Although his intent is a
performance with great precision of awareness in every action,
for Zinola, this is not a matter of having perfect vocal tone. Rather,
it is about making one’s own voice permeable in order to convey
emotion – and to awaken. This explains why the performance
does not spin out of control into a wild noise experiment, and
does not include extreme movements that dominate the space.
By concentrating on simple gestures and the dark basic vowels
“a”, “o”, and “u”, the performers explore closeness with their very
young audience: a big challenge. Exactly how well the sounds and
movements are in balance becomes the artistic measuring gage
for the performance. When a gesture becomes halting or remains
too vague or if a sound is held too long or broken off, this is reflected immediately in the children’s attentiveness. The end of the
performance, especially, leaves a lasting impression. Iduna Hegen,
Uta Lindner and Andreas Pichler sit close together in a circle, their
heads almost touching. Very softly singing the syllable “du” [you]
they develop an interval triad that grows gradually into a sound
cluster through minimal pitch adjustments. The more dissonant
the cluster becomes, the louder and shriller it sounds. At the most
extreme point of the friction, the sound breaks off abruptly. The
heads snap apart from each other. Closeness can also hurt. The
distance and the silence afterwards are the most beneficial conditions for the next encounter with touch.
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Heavenly sparks between “Please” and “Thank you”
Observations on “Little Piece Of Heaven”
Antonia Munding
A harp that can be played – and sat upon as well? With strings
that not only bring forth heavenly tones, but also simultaneously
transform themselves into a mysterious game of spherules – and
with a base that hides a large secret drawer? What sounds like a
fairy tale in a child’s dream is tangible reality on the stage set of
the music theater piece “Little Piece Of Heaven”. The all-purpose
instrument-furniture-piece is sealed at the front by a golden box;
at the back, by a board fence. The heavenly harp chair is played by
Eff and Emm, a clarinetist (Florian Bergmann) and an actress (Minouche Petrusch). Their poetic world consists of clear instructions
for play: “All clear?” “Clear.” “Everything ready?” “Please.” She asks
the questions – he is ready with the answers. In Emm and Eff’s
world, everything runs like clockwork. Emm sets drinking glasses
of different sizes on the golden box: The rounder the glass, the
deeper the tone of her “Please” and his “Thank you”. She brushes
the edge of a particularly large glass – and a fine, vibrating sound
cuts the air. Eff sits down inconspicuously with his clarinet and
carries the sharp sound onward. With a golden spoon, Emm pours
different amounts of water into the glasses and polishes the
edges with a ball of wool until they sing.
Who can gargle better – the actress or the bass clarinetist? Who
can squeak better?
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Then Emm runs a finger over the edges of the glasses. No longer
a delicate singing, but a shrill squealing pierces the heavenly blue
stage (set décor by Martina Schulle). Very softly, the gargling of
the clarinet mixes into the sound.
What do sounds and noises have to tell? Can they be translated? And what happens when we imitate them? It’s a matter
of understanding and recognition – and of a common language:
The glasses’ humming turns into the shimmering sound of the
clarinet. The sound, only slightly changed, is the common denominator of two things that actually cannot be compared – a glass
and a clarinet. So far, so good. But things have a double meaning.
And the board fence in the background of the scenery reveals
itself as a window blind with soft slats, in which a bird has gotten
caught: Pi (Peter Maus) is different from Emm and Eff. He is also
no ordinary dickybird. He’s small, but pretty fat as well. In front
of his round belly dangle two neckties of different colors and his
grey head is spruced up with a multicolored feathered headdress
in American-Indian style. An odd appearance; at least, Emm and
Eff’s wide-open eyes seem to be saying so. Pi’s “peep peep peep”
sounds higher and more melodious than all the other sounds before them. Emm and Eff listen warily. Then, with fascination. This
is infectious: The children sitting on the golden audience cushions
also prick up their ears. One could hear a pin drop. Will Pi bring

flights of inspiration into Emm and Eff’s world? Is there even any
place for him there? First, he gets pulled out of the crack between
the fence slats. Barely freed, Pi proceeds to make a proper mess
of Emm and Eff’s orderly game rules. With one pull, he solves the
mystery of the harp chair drawer and releases the balls. They zing
over the strings: “frr szzz shsh”: a chase made of sibilants starts
up. The bird has different fantasies and ideas. He brings melody
into play by discovering that diverse pitches can be struck on the
water glasses. With the spoon in his beak, Pi becomes a conductor
and gives the cue for a soft trio: “pip pip pf pf”. The musical piece
turns into a boisterous dance number that grows even wilder –
until a glass breaks. “Out!” Emm shrieks. Wailing, Pi pushes himself back through the sky-blue fence.
The shards get swept away. The bass clarinet plays a deep,
melancholy melody – the mood has vanished. Pi is gone, and the
light sounds have gone with him. Emm is sorry. Maybe the sounds
of humming glasses could tempt him back? Voilà! All at once, Pi is
there again: »Volo volare« (I want to fly). From his inmost depths
he brings forth a coloratura about his origins and, as a symbol of
his vocal and feathered flourishes, he enchants the water glasses
with colored fizzing powder. This inspires new play – Emm and Eff
also show what they can do and join in by firing up their voices,
the sounding glasses and the clarinet. Now only the audience is
missing. Again, Pi gets the spark of inspiration: the secret drawer
in the harp chair. One tug and the stage fills up with colored balls.
The ensemble piece ends in a multicolored free-for-all of sounds
and balls: Children tumble, slide and roll onto the stage, throw
balls to each other and, at the end, even help to put them away in
the drawer of the harp chair.
In this commission for Deutsche Oper Berlin and Theater o. N.,
director Ania Michaelis and Spanish composer Nuria Núñez Hierro
have researched the unique sound of each thing as a basic condi-

tion for communication. In doing this, they incidentally bring big
issues such as friendship and being an outsider to the stage, with
poetics and a great zest for play. In the process they developed a
scenic and musical language intended for children aged two and
up. How can one maintain personal uniqueness and still develop
commonalities? Michaelis succeeds in handling this question
with three excellent performers acting in an abstracted fairytale
environment, grappling playfully and musically with the issues of
the sense and senselessness of clichés and rituals. Taking the place
of verbal semantics, melody and sound become the new means
of communication. Hierro supports this with a composition that
picks up on elements of old children’s songs and develops them
further: In this way, the familiar is transported into a new space
that playfully claims attention from all the senses. This allows
something special to succeed: the children are enticed from their
seat cushions and become protagonists. Entirely casually – and
without a wagging moral finger – they learn to observe exactly
how the world is much richer than social classifications and clear
instructions often describe it to be. The stranger earns irresistible
laughs from the nuances between “Please” and “Thank you” and
brings the gray shadow realm between black and white into living
color. An outsider becomes a role model: Pi causes chaos when he
gets caught in the calibrated world of Emm and Eff. But with his
coloraturas he breaks through the monotony and re-ignites the
play.
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Research laboratories on “Music theater for the very young”
Dagmar Domrös
Theater artists creating works for very young children have always
used music extensively, since this universal language can communicate with the very youngest spectators, regardless of age and
language ability. In many such cases, however, music remains in an
accessory role, used solely to accompany images, atmospheres or
simple plot sequences. Only rarely is music the primary aesthetic
medium at the center of a production. In recent years, however,
interest in cooperation has been growing among artists in theater
for the very young, opera artists, and musicians in the field of new
music. The co-production “Little Piece Of Heaven” (2016) between
Deutsche Oper Berlin and Theater o. N. brought both worlds to
gether and displayed one possible approach to music theater for
the very young. Composer Nuria Núñez Hierro was commissioned
to create a work based on a concept and story that was then theatrically staged by Ania Michaelis, a director experienced in the area
of work for young children. The ensemble was comprised of an
actress from Theater o. N., a singer from Deutsche Oper Berlin, and
an independent musician.
One insight from this collaboration was that the working methods in theater for very young audiences differ widely from those
in the opera. While processes of development in theater for the
very young are very versatile, and the finished piece usually arises
out of improvisations in rehearsal with the actors, the score of an
opera offers a set framework in which scenic ideas are developed.
The status of the work in theater productions for the very young
is tested regularly by inviting nursery school groups to rehearsals.
If the piece does not work in certain places, because it generates
fear or does not hold the children’s interest, for example, then
extensive changes are undertaken, scenes cut and added or the
sequence of the piece rearranged. Special working conditions
and forms of collaboration have to be found in order to fully take
advantage of this freedom during the development of an opera
piece for very young audiences. Above all, this form of cooperation
needs patience and stamina during the process of development,
with multiple rehearsal blocks and a close communication among
the artistic team.
Besides commissioned work based on a composition – further
examples of this include “Korall Koral” by Norwegian duo Hanne
Dieserud and Christina Lindgren in co-production with the Norwegian National Opera, and “Murmeli” by Theater Basel, for children
aged 6 months and up (composed by Christian Zehnder) – there
are other approaches as well. The works of the Dutch ensemble

“Muziekvorstellingen”, for instance, are developed from the performing instrumentalists in rehearsal. Composition and performance are in the same set of hands here. This approach was also
followed by the co-production of the Staatstheater Mainz with
Ensemble LebiDerya, “Zweieinander”, which was also shown at the
FRATZ Festival 2017.
Another possibility was introduced at FRATZ in the piece
“CABAN” by Belgian Theater de Spiegel, which has been involved
since the 1990’s with music theater for very young audiences:
This is the form of a musical installation, in which the boundaries
between the audience and the performers are dissolved, and the
spectators also can intervene in the action.
Overall, however, there has not yet been enough work produced
in this area to be able to speak of schools or trends. For this rea
son, we took experimentation as the central focus of the FRATZ
Symposium on music theater for the very young and set up three
research laboratories. We assembled three teams of artists from
theater and new music and gave them time, space and freed
them from the pressure to produce or premiere work, so that they
could reflect about and experiment with how music theater for
a very young audience of children aged two and up could sound
and look. The research laboratories were jointly organized by
Theater o. N. and Deutsche Oper Berlin.
In concretely formulating the research questions and the
thematic areas for the laboratories, we took the “Happy New Ears”
Congress in Mannheim in November 2016 as a point of departure.
Seven years after the self declared Mannheim Manifesto on music
theater for children, which had been adopted in 2009 at the close
of the first congress on contemporary music theater for children
by the Young Opera Mannheim, the KJTZ (Children’s and Youth
Theater Center of Germany) and the ASSITEJ, the congress took
stock: In the intervening years, which demands had been met?
What are the burning issues today? What trends have emerged in
recent times? As the organizers of FRATZ International, we were
especially interested in the questions and developments in music
theater for the very youngest audiences, which we wanted to per
petuate in the framework of the research laboratories.
Between January and March, the three laboratories each met
for several days. Two laboratories researched on music theater for
the very young spectators and one, the “Sound Lab” (Klang Labor),
researched the question of how children behave in a musical
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experimental space. The experiences from the “Sound Lab” are
described in the article with the same title in this publication and
will not be examined in more detail here.
Each of the other two laboratories was an encounter between
three artists. The project titled “Sound Square” was a collaboration between clarinetist and composer Florian Bergmann, violinist
and composer Benedikt Bindewald and long-term member of the
Theater o. N. Ensemble Minouche Petrusch (“Cocoon”, “Laundry on
the Line”, “a small story”, “Little Piece Of Heaven”). The laboratory that had been known during FRATZ as “Zwitschermaschine”,
which the artists later re-named “Tiny Twine”, brought together
performer and composer Neo Hülcker, violinist and performer
Akiko Ahrendt , and puppet builder, creator of objects and actor
from the o. N. Ensemble Günther Lindner.
Assignments
The laboratories were given the following theoretical topics and
questions to consider: “Develop a music theater scene or sketch
for spectators aged two years and up. We are interested in approaches that experiment with hearing and in which playing
music is a dramatic action in itself. Questions and topic areas are:
1. What is the position of music in relation to other aesthetic
media, particularly in relation to narrative and visual devices? Can
music guide the other senses? Where does what is auditory and
what is visual overlap? When do we add stories and images to
composition? When do we remain abstract?
2. How complex can music for the very young be? Very young
children orient themselves through the voice and the body. The
sense of hearing is the first to be formed; directional hearing is
also present in children early on. However, they possess absolutely
no previous cultural education; this means that they receive music
and music theater in a very direct, unfiltered way.”
It was expressed as a given possibility that at the end of the
process, there would be no result to be presented to the Symposium participants. Beyond the target group, no prerequisites were
fixed, no images or themes set. Experience from the experimental
space “Composing for children” at the “Happy New Ears” Congress
in Mannheim had shown that the participants worked very freely,
without self-censoring, as long as there were no narrative or visual
parameters. However, as soon as an image was added, for example “the wolf” or “Little Red Riding Hood”, the orientation towards
music’s immanent principles was abandoned and the composition
was forced into in an illustrative service function. It was no longer
possible for the participants to compose outside of the narrative.
The inquiries described above were meant to stimulate an
awareness in the actors and composers participating in the laboratory about the tension between composition and image/narrative, and to open a space beyond this dichotomy.
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Approaches and research
The laboratory “Tiny Twine” met for the first time in January to
get acquainted and to collect ideas. While Akiko Ahrendt and Neo
Hülcker already knew each other and could draw on common
work experiences in the area of performance and new music, both
were meeting Günther Lindner for the first time. The encounter
was characterized by openness and curiosity. Each person had
thought beforehand about the laboratory and possible courses of
action for the assignment. It quickly became clear that, while all
three artists had the very young audience in mind, they were not
going to let this focus divert them from bringing their own artistic
interests, materials and approaches to the research.
“It was really a very free, relaxed work situation without pressure,
where we could completely pursue our own interests. We showed
our work to each other, reacted to one another and just like that,
new ideas seemed to occur all by themselves.”
Neo Hülcker
Neo Hülcker is a composer with an interest in music as an anthropological exploration of everyday environments. Since 2013 he*she
has also been exploring ASMR (Autonomous Sensory Meridian
Response, described as an emotional, prickling sensation in the
head and perceived as pleasant and calming; ASMR is a neologism stemming from internet culture) and created two YouTube
channels for this art form. In the laboratory, he*she introduced
this question: To what degree can the use of electrically powered
noise and sound amplifiers (microscopes for the ears) be implemented for the young target group? Is it possible to experience
a loudspeaker as an external source of sound? How can microphones and speakers be introduced in such a way as to make
everyday objects resound, like marbles, fizzy beverages, water and
dishware? One idea was to use natural amplifiers such as paper
funnels, seashells or cup telephones as bridge builders.
The sound of paper and the musical qualities of various paper
objects was the focus of Günther Lindner’s advance preparation
for the laboratory. He built diverse objects and made them available to research their auditory possibilities and visual attractiveness.
Composer and violinist Akiko Ahrendt was interested in the
musical potential of the violin beyond the classical repertoire. She
played with the idea of a violin that could be broken down into
its individual parts. When deconstructed, the violin could release
surprising sounds and – depending on the developmental stages
of the audience members – break with expectations.
It quickly became clear that this artistic exchange, this convergence between the languages and interests of the three participating artists, should be translated into a corresponding setting
on stage. The task they set for themselves was to bring three
individuals and three experimentation stations into communica-

tion with each other and with the audience. For this, the objects
formed the starting point; the remaining work was to find analog
and technical ways of creating connections that would also capture the children’s visual and aural attention.
The composers and actress of “Sound Square” met for a first
exchange in February. In this case, Florian Bergmann and Minouche Petrusch had already appeared on stage together before
very young audiences in the production described earlier, “Little
Piece of Heaven”. The two composers also already knew each
other from different work contexts. The laboratory began with an
exchange of experiences working with the target group and considering the question of what level of abstraction young children
can absorb in music, or how much more strongly they react to
harmonious sounds than to dissonant ones. Next, an abundance
of ideas and materials was collected in the rehearsal room, for
example: the idea of building a kind of musical coaster track for
marbles or a parcours for dominoes, the idea of using music to
tell scenic situations, even the idea of a big water landscape. First
drafts of compositions appeared. In evaluations, however, the
team quickly agreed that it should reduce the amount of material,
both musically and in terms of props, in order to explore within
the structure of a self-imposed experimental setup. Various rules
of play were considered and then discarded again. Ideas began to
focus more strongly on the notion of relating sounds to movements in the space. The artists wanted to deal thematically with
making music visible in patterns of movement, with music’s translation into choreography. For them, this was not about intuitively
converting music into dance, but rather, about an almost mathematical procedure, a tightly structured experimental framework
that would determine the principles of the composition, as well as
the movements resulting from it.
“I felt that the work was very free and associative. Both individually and as a group, we developed and tried out many spontaneous ideas, without asking right away where they could go. In this
way we created a lot of very diverse material that we evaluated
only later in a second step. After a certain point, in any case, it was
also helpful to have the little presentation in the framework of the
FRATZ Festival in the backs of our minds, since that helped us to
focus our work.”
Florian Bergmann
In the following steps, it became clear that the intent was to work
with simple fields, as in a board game. Each field symbolized a
concrete musical note. Starting with their 3-person constellation,
the players came up with three times three pitches; they arranged
these in a square and assigned them to nine notes on the diatonic
scale. In searching for a fitting children’s song, the artists came
across “Heut kommt der Hans zu mir” (Hans is coming to me today –

a German folk canon), which is coincidentally made up of these
exact nine notes. Using the canon, the freshly invented “sound
square” could be put to a direct test and also set off an examination of the elements of music/composition, scene/acting and
narration.

“I think we found a lovely way of connecting simplicity and complexity so that children of all ages could get something out of the piece.
The search for a tangible, very limited subject matter at the start
helped smooth the way for this, in order to be able to do a lot of
concrete research work and discover the complex within the simple.”
Benedikt Bindewald
The composers initially struggled with their decision to reduce.
Coming from a background in new music, it took some time for
them to develop a sense of fun in experimenting and truly accept
the self-assigned task. Eventually, they found an increasing desire
to work with the limited material and take it to a deeper level. At
the same time, as an actress, Minouche Petrusch was challenged
to not think from the standpoint of a character, but to discover
the scenes and images resulting from the constellations on the
mats, which themselves were determined by the music.
“At first it wasn’t so easy for me, with the choice of compositional
material, to adjust to the very young target audience. Several compositions were developed that were good, but didn’t fit the context.
The narrow limits of the 9-note diatonic sound square helped me to
really come to terms with the situation. In that respect, it was also
rewarding for me in general, since I continued trying not to write
purely functional music, but to stay compositionally authentic – in
any case, with musical material that I normally, for aesthetic reasons, do not use.”
Florian Bergmann
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Distillation and presentation
Although the possibility not to present any outcomes was left
open, both laboratories chose to show excerpts from their
research in the context of the Symposium. As a result, the last
blocks of laboratory meetings before the Symposium were used
to distill and prepare for this presentation. In the case of “Tiny
Twine”, this essentially meant a process of review, selection and
reduction of the abundant collection of material and objects:
For the presentation, each of the three performers had built an
individual laboratory: a low table – inspired by the Asian culture
of sitting and very visible for the children – with their self-selected
instruments and objects as described above.
The stations formed a triangle in the space and stood in re
lation to one another – through visible and invisible threads and
cords connecting them overhead, as well through acoustic con
nections via speakers. The audience was spread throughout the
room, seated between and around the tables.
During the presentation, various favorite materials developed
lives of their own and set off on journeys to the other stations.
This occurred partly over the loudspeakers: a tone or sound that
was produced at Table 1 would be heard at Table 2. Parallel acoustic actions took place as well; connections were also made across
the nylon threads. Paper birds were pulled from one station to
another. The performers also sent their objects back and forth to
each other using a simple bottle-on-a-pulley system. There was
even a theft: with the help of a giant magnetic fishhook, Akiko
Ahrendt’s violin – which was costumed as a diva at that point –
was lifted from her laboratory table and went dancing on the
fishing line across the room.
In this way, the objects also became actors and agents in the
game, presented as performers of equal worth to the human
performing artists.
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“At first, we took our materials to the position of a child’s-eye level
and experimented with the materials on low tables at three stations. Then the idea came up to send things and sounds to each
other, to create something like a magical laboratory. It was supposed to be playful and, at the same time, comprise its own world
or its own logic, that could be accessible to all ages. With materials that young children already know from their everyday lives, or
maybe have already seen or heard somewhere. Then a bit of magic
happened which was probably felt by all non-musicians, regardless
of their age.”
Neo Hülcker
By applying electrically-powered instruments without reserve, as
well as by handling them in an analog way (for example, through
feedback), in the presentation of “Tiny Twine”, poetic images and
experimental sounds arose that constituted the magic that Neo
Hülcker describes. This point related back to the main questions
of the research process: Is a decentralized conception of space appropriate for very young audiences? Can the stations for experimenting be opened to the audience during or at the end of the
performance? What effect does the use of electronic instruments
have on very young spectators?
The ensemble of “Sound Square” presented their experimental
design to the Symposium attendees. Nine colored carpet squares
formed the framework on which the performers made music,
played and danced, with singing, clarinet and viola. When the
compositions were traced on the sound square, choreographies
arose directly from the music-making bodies in the space. The
peak of the presentation came during the waltz canon mentioned
earlier, “Heut kommt der Hans zu mir”. This folk song, staged here
as the story of a three-way relationship, introduced a narrative
layer that was still governed by the same sound-symbol system
established earlier. In this experimental design, playing music be-

“I had the experience that children are a very honest audience and
I think it’s great that my work can be received now, not only by
familiar faces in the usual scene, but by a completely different, very
fresh audience without ‘pre-programmed’ listening expectations.
And the guiding principle, ‘Show what you yourself would like to
hear or see’ is especially valid here. I realized, once again: What’s fun
for me and what I find exciting will transport itself, too, especially to
such honest listeners!”
Akiko Ahrendt

came a dramatic act in itself. The presentation remained abstract,
to a great degree; however, the music could still be sensually
experienced by the spectators.
The central questions in the research process of “Sound Square”
were: How far can the limits of the experimental design be push-
ed? Do even very young children understand the principle of the
construction? Or, put another way: is the sensual attraction great
enough, even if the younger spectators cannot yet follow the
actual design of the experiment?
Summary
The conclusions of the participating artists on the laboratory
work, as well as the challenge of adjusting themselves to a new
target audience, were expressed in very positive terms. Creating
work for the very young aged two years and up was perceived to
be rewarding overall.
“It was challenging and fun for me to put myself in the shoes of
very young children, to imagine how they could perceive the world,
how they think, what might be spooky, what might be exciting …
so it was especially wonderful in the performances to experience
the children’s reactions, their fascination, their humor, their enthusiasm …”
Neo Hülcker

After the FRATZ Symposium, both research laboratories made
plans to keep working on their designs and develop them further
into productions. The discussion following the presentations by
both ensembles considered the research questions as described
above and highlighted the potential contained within each approach. In conclusion, it was established that both laboratories
had reached a point at which closer cooperations with children
would be necessary in order to answer some of the questions that
were raised. Due to the limited timeframe of the laboratories,
at that juncture, each of them had had only one encounter with
children.
The plan for further development of the works was put into
action and the necessary production funding was acquired. In
November 2017, the productions “Sound Square” and “Tiny Twine”
both celebrated their Berlin premieres and have since been shown
within the Theater o. N. repertoire and as guest productions. The
format of the research laboratories was also so convincing for us
as producers that we will continue to make it a central element of
the regional festival “Berliner Schaufenster – Performing Arts for
the Very Young”, and want to give other artists from diverse fields
and arts areas the opportunity to experiment with theater for the
very young.
Photos, texts and video links for the productions from Fall 2017, as well as the score
for “Sound Square”, are available upon request from Theater o. N.

“It encouraged me to discover musical sides of myself that I might
never have seriously pursued otherwise. Even working in tonal musical structures is something that I avoid like an ugly duckling in my
other compositions, and by doing that, sometimes I obstruct my
own path – likely due to imagined taboos.”
Benedikt Bindewald
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Wilfried Gruhn teaches at the conservatory of Saarbrücken, Essen and Freiburg;
he is a guest lecturer in Rochester NY (US),
Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia), Tallinn (Estonia),
Sevilla (Spain) and Graz (Austria). From
1995 to 1997 he was the president of the
“Research Alliance of Institutes for Music
Education” (RAIME). In 1996 he began
researching group work and children and
in 2003 founded the Gordon Institute for
early childhood musical teaching (GordonInstitut für frühkindliches Musiklernen,
gIfM) that he directed in Freiburg until
2009. From 2009 until 2012 he was president of the International Leo-Kestenberg
Society (Leo-Kestenberg Gesellschaft, IKG)
and editor of the Kestenberg journal. His
core research comprises: the history of
music education, cognitive psychology,
theory of music education and neurobiological pedagogic research.

Ania Michaelis_Independent director
Ania Michaelis studied from 1983 until
1988 at the Jolanda Rodios school “Total
Theater” in Switzerland. The training
focused on the interdependence between
voice and movement. She then performed
in German State theaters. In the autumn
1989 she moved to Berlin where she made
connections with the Zinnober group –
later to become Theater o. N. Since 1999,
she directs. Her work has been invited
to national and international festivals.
From 2009 until 2011 she directed the
Theater o. N. and from 2011 until 2015 she
was senior director at the tjg – Theater
Junge Generation (Theater Young Generation), in Dresden. Since August 2015 she
started working independently again.
At the international level, Ania Michaelis has been considered an expert in the
theater field for very young audiences. Her
Dresden production “funkeldunkel – lichtgedicht” (2008 at the tjg) has performed
more than 300 times and became an international milestone for the genre. Since
then she has been directing in different
contexts for the very young audiences
(Deutsche Oper Berlin, with Andy Manley
and Starcatchers Edinburgh/Scotland,
TAK Theater Liechtenstein, Puppentheater
Halle, Theater o. N. Theater Basel).

Alicja Morawska-Rubczak_Theater
educator, director, curator and researcher
for children’s theater for the very young
Within the scope of her Ph.D. studies at
the Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań,
Alicja Morawska-Rubczak examined the
aesthetic of contemporary children’s
theater and dance. She is the first scholar
to research Polish theater for very young
audiences and is internationally active as a
lecturer and workshop leader at conferences and festivals. In 2014 she was a
member of the artistic committee at the
Warsaw ASSITEJ World congress. In addition, she has directed five productions for
the very young: “Sleep” (Theater Baj, Warsaw, 2012), “brzUCHO” (Puppet Theater
Wrocław, 2013), “A tiny boat” (Drama
Theater C. K. Norwida, Jelenia Góra, 2014),
“Horizon” (Bogusławski Theater, Kalisz,
2015) and most recently, “LAByrinth”, an
interactive installation for children aged
0 to 3 (Opolski Teatr Lalki I Aktora, 2015)
and lately, in Tokyo “Kuuki/Air” produced
by the Japanese Children and Youth
Theater Association. She has collaborated
twice with Theater o. N. as researcher
and theater educator for the productions
“fliegen & fallen” and “Affinity”. She is a
member of ITYARN and of the network
“Small size”.

Antonia Munding_Independent journalist
and author
Antonia Munding is a crossover professional between words and sounds. She
studied classical singing at the conservatory for music and theater of Rostock,
music theory and German Studies in
Freiburg and journalism at the UdK Berlin.
As a singer she has worked for different
theaters – amongst others for the Berliner
Volksbühne, the Komischer Oper and the
Nordhausen Theater. From 2016 until 2017
she worked as news editor. As independent author she has published reports,
portraits features and reviews for radio,
print, online and TV – amongst others for
Deutschlandradio Kultur, rbb, ZDF, taz and
“das Orchester”. Antonia Munding writes
regularly for the magazine “Oper!”.
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FRATZ
INTERNATIONAL
2019
encounters Begegnungen
Symposium SYMPOSIUM
Festival FESTIVAL
Mai 03 – 08, 2019 in berlin

The FRATZ Reflections 2017 document Research and
productions of the two festivals FRATZ international and
Berliner Schaufenster – Performing Arts for the Very Young.
Sponsors
FRATZ International was funded through the Berliner Projektfonds Kulturelle Bildung. | “Berliner Schaufenster – Performing
Arts for the Very Young” was funded through the Senate of
Culture and Europe Berlin – “Spartenoffene Förderung Berlin
2017”

Both festivals were otherwise supported through the French
Institute and the French Ministery for culture and communica
tion/DGCA | Delegation for the German-speaking community,
the French community and the Walloon Region in Berlin |
In cooperation with the Berlin Swedish embassy

The productions “Little Piece of Heaven” (coproduction with
Deutsche Oper Berlin) and “Affinity” were funded by the Senate
of Culture and Europe Berlin – “Einzelprojektförderung 2016 und
2017” together with the Basisförderung.

FRATZ International and Berliner Schaufenster –
Performing Arts for the Very Young 2017
10th – 19th of March in Berlin
www.fratz-festival.de
Organiser
Theater o. N.

In coproduction with
Deutsche Oper Berlin

Theater o.N. |

In cooperation with
SCHAUBUDE BERLIN | Kinder- und Jugendtheaterzentrum in
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (KJTZ) | ASSITEJ Deutschland | Happy New Ears Kongress | Kulturprojekte Berlin |
BALLHAUS OST

Media partners
taz.die tageszeitung | nachtkritik.de

